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Tumor Evolution & Progression 
Working Group

Develop and characterize new cancer model 
systems

• generate tumor-bearing mice with 
“humanized” immune systems

• Priority: mouse models capable of 
interrogating aspects of tumor evolution 
as they relate to drug resistance …to 
address these processes in the context 
of an intact immune system

Pediatric Cancers Working Group

• there is a marked paucity of models for studying 
the basic molecular mechanisms 

Recommendation:

• Murine models that recapitulate the 
immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment 
characteristic of embryonal solid tumors need to 
be developed and we need to create a robust 

preclinical testing program that leverages 
immune competent models and the 
infrastructure to both test new strategies for anti-
tumor efficacy, but also toxicity in the right 
systems

Cancer Immunotherapy & 
Prevention Working Group

• A “Cancer Moonshot Clinical Trial 
Immunotherapy Network” … to test novel 
immunotherapies efficiently and with a deep 
understanding of how pathways work and 
influence each other, as well as additional 
fundamental obstacles to success

• Among myriad priorities, the “Network will 

focus on…Developing animal models 
appropriate for these immune studies

Blue Ribbon Panel Recommendations



…new Funding Opportunity Announcements (FOAs) will be 
issued to invite applications to develop and/or further refine 
human tissue models that closely mimic and can be used to 
faithfully model human embryonic development or other 
aspects of human biology, for example, the human immune 
system, that do not rely on the use of human fetal tissue 
obtained from elective abortions.

New NIH Priority



Sept 2018

• B cells and monocytes fail 
to mature

• T and NK cells display 
some functional 
impairment

• TCR repertoire is restricted
• $$

• Higher incidence of GvHD
• Lack of cytokine and human 

growth factors
• $$$

Use of Human Fetal Tissue to Support Cancer Research



“…[HHS Asst Sec for Health] Giroir said that any alternative sources of tissue “must be as predictive, as 
reliable and as validated as existing models” that use fetal tissue…

The consensus of the meeting, also led by Daniel Rotrosen, director of NIAID’s Division of Allergy, Immunology 
and Transplantation, was that no such models exist”

Exploring Potential Alternatives
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APHIROM Strategy

• FY19 – Administrative Supplements
• Small awards for active model development projects to improve 

representation of human immune system

• FY20 – New Request for Applications [R33]
• Larger awards to launch new efforts to address the broader goal of 

producing model systems that might replace those developed with 
human fetal tissue



• “to improve representation of the human immune system in 
ongoing cancer modeling development projects that can be 
utilized in immuno-oncology research.”

• “proposed research efforts must address recapitulating the 
tumor microenvironment with appropriate elements of the 
human immune system.”

• $125k direct cost capped administrative supplement
• Any ongoing NCI-supported project eligible
• Applications due June 3, 2019
• Anticipating 4-5 awards



NCI Support for Cancer Model Development

T Meijer et al, Fut Sci OA March 2017



ex vivo models with human immune representation

David Barbie, M.D.
Medical Oncology Roger Kamm, Ph.D.

Biomedical Engineering

Aref et al, Lab Chip, 
Sept 2018

“…ex vivo diagnostic systems 
that recapitulate patient-specific 
tumor biology with the potential 
to predict response to immune-
based therapies in real-time.”



RFA Proposal

Purpose

• Support new model development research projects proposing to recapitulate 
innate and adaptive components of the human immune system without the use 
of human fetal tissue, in a manner that addresses the needs of immuno-oncology 
research. Models must demonstrate recapitulation of human immune function.

Scope

• Proposed research projects must focus on recapitulation of the human immune 
system in their proposed cancer model using human cells or tissues to regenerate 
and/or recapitulate the human immune system in in vivo or in vitro immuno-
oncology models in a manner that matches or exceeds representation of the 
human immune system achieved with murine models developed using human 
fetal tissue. 
• Non-responsive: Models derived from genetically manipulated immune 

systems without introduction of human immune lineage cells will not be 
considered responsive. 



RFA Details

Awards
• Single receipt date, anticipating support for 2-3 R33 projects 
• Maximum budget of $250,000 direct costs per year for up to 4 years 

(adequate to support multi-PI teams)
• Accounts for up to $4,000,000 in total cost

Anticipated Schedule
• April 2019: Issue “Notice of Intent to Publish”
• June/July 2019: Publish RFA
• Nov/Dec 2019: Application Due Date
• June 2020: Award Date/Project Start Date



Outcome Measures

• Development Measures
• Exhibit capabilities that support replacement of models developed using 

human fetal tissue
• The number of projects that meet their proposed performance measures
• Publications demonstrating progress towards proposed aims
• Evidence of subsequent investment to pursue dissemination

• Dissemination Measures
• The number of new collaborations explored by supported model developers 

and investigators associated with immuno-oncology research
• The number of models that are adopted by immuno-oncology research 

groups (especially those replacing models developed using human fetal 
tissue)



Coordination across Cancer Moonshot
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